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Shreyasi Chatterjee Before They Vanish! – I 2011

Kingshuk Sarkar He 2007

These artists, Sumitro Basak, Shreyasi Chatterjee and
Kingshuk Sarkar, are all leading figures of contemporary art
in India. Their work reflects and demonstrates in very different
ways the international cross-currents as well as the local
traditions that are deeply embedded in the rich cultural life
of the Indian city of Kolkata. Although there have been several
exhibitions of work from India here in recent years little has
been seen of those currently working in Kolkata. This group
of large scale paintings provides an introduction to three
mature artists who have been exhibited throughout their
careers by the Centre of International Modern Art (CIMA).
Over the last 20 years CIMA has organised exhibitions for
its large, state-of-the-art gallery in Kolkata and collaborated
on projects with galleries and museums nationally and
internationally. Their aim is to present art which has a vision
that relates to India but which is distinctive and cosmopolitan.

Sumitro Basak
Shreyasi Chatterjee
Kingshuk Sarkar

Sumitro Basak (born 1975) received his art training at
Kala Bhavan, Visva Bharati University, an institution founded
by Rabindranath Tagore, in Santiniketan, West Bengal.
As seen in the 15 canvas, epic painting in this exhibition
Basak is a storyteller who assembles visual fragments
to chronicle his life experiences. In this painting he shows
us the changing visual culture he finds around him as he
travels through time and place.
Shreyasi Chatterjee (born 1960) studied art at Kala Bhavan
and at Goldsmiths, University of London. She is also an art
historian with a special interest in Indian miniatures. This is
clearly evident in the way she presents her subject matter
in the works in this exhibition where the traditional and
rural is apparently being broken up and supplanted by the
modern and urban. To reinforce her viewpoint she combines
traditional fabrics and stitching with painting in modern-day
acrylic on canvas.
Kingshuk Sarkar (born 1972) studied first at Kala Bhavan
and later at Kyoto University where he trained in Japanese
traditions and techniques of calligraphy and sumi painting.
The monumental diptych in this exhibition reflects and depicts
these interests as well as ominous spectres from his childhood
when he lived in a tumultuous and terrorised Assam.

Sumitro Basak Till Death Do Us Part 2011
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